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The progress toward a metricated construction industry marches forward.  The primary force behind the metrication

process continues to be the Federal Government.  If you are doing projects for federal agencies, you are probably

preparing documents describing construction with metric units of measurements.  If you did not use metric

measurements on federal government projects, you had to have a very good reason not to use them, or you are

working on one the last non-metric projects.
 

Spread beyond the Federal government should emerge in the next two years.  The next trend to be expected is for

firms working with governments in the arena of highway construction.  After September 30, 1996, all federal and

federally-aided highway construction will be metricated.  This will affect much state and local highway work.   Presently,

48 states are designing in metric units; 42 states are constructing metric pilot projects; 35 states are metricating their

highway specifications and 9 have completed the metrication process.  This also means that users of state highway

standards and specifications will also be metricating, since the non-metric standards and specifications are being

discontinued.
 

According to Thomas R. Rutherford, P.E., chairman of the Federal Interagency Council on Metric Policy, studies of

completed federal metric projects have shown that conversion to be neither difficult nor costly if participants in the

process are prepared and take a positive approach to metrication.  Metrication is a state of mind.
 

Construction material manufacturers are moving at varying rates to convert.  Some groups are soft-converting their

standard sizes, many are converting to hard metric modular dimensions, and several are undergoing a combined hard

and soft conversion.  One group which will soft-convert rather than hard-convert their dimensions is the concrete

masonry industry.  Actual sizes of concrete masonry units will be soft converted.  For example, 7-5/8" by 7-5/8" by

15-5/8" units will become 193 mm by 193 mm by 397 mm, rather than the originally intended hard conversion to 190

mm by 190 mm by 390 mm.
 

Other groups will also be soft converting.  Glass manufacturers will change their sheet dimensions from inches to

millimeters.  Glass thicknesses will stay the same, except be in millimeters;  however, glass is now often rolled in hard

metric thicknesses.
 

The wood framing industries are in the process of finalizing their metrication decisions.  Metrication is being guided

by the National Institute of Science and Technology and the American Forest and Paper Products Association (new

name for the National Forest Products Association).  The nominal size module of 2 inches will change to 50 mm.

Solid-sawn wood framing lumber will be soft-converted from 1-1/2 inches actual to 38 mm actual.  Although not yet

finalized, the following proposed sizes are being considered for the NIST-promulgated PS20 American Softwood

Lumber Standard:
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Nominal (Inches) Actual (Inches) Actual (mm)

2 x 4 1.5 x 3.5 38 x 89

2 x 6 1.5 x 5.5 38 x 140

2 x 8 1.5 x 7.25 38 x 184

2 x 10 1.5 x 9.25 38 x 235

2 x 12 1.5 x 11.25 38 x 286

 

Standard lengths of metric lumber will be in multiples of 600 mm (23-5/8 inches).  Spacing between framing members

will be affected by sizes of panel products. W ood structural panel industry associations are presently studying

conversion options, although some trends are emerging.  Hard-converted panels will have a size of 1200 by 2400 mm

(47-1/4 by 94-1/2 inches) and soft-converted panels will have a size of 1220 by 2440 mm (48 by 96 inches);

thicknesses may be hard-converted to thicker dimensions or soft-converted to metric equivalents of existing

dimensions.  Sizes of engineered wood products (glue-laminated timber, metal plate-connected wood trusses, I-joists,

and structural composite lumber [laminated veneer lumber and parallel strand lumber]) will be soft-converted.
 

Structural steel, pipe, pipe fitting, and electric conduit manufacturers will also not be changing the physical sizes of

their products.  Their designations will change from inches to millimeters.  Steel shapes will change from pounds per

foot to kilograms per meter.  For example, the smallest hot-rolled shape, the inch-pound W 4x13 becomes the metric

W 100x19.3.
 

Other industries will be hard converting.  The brick industry will be hard-converting their 4 inch (102 mm) module to

100 mm (3-15/16), with the common joint size converting from 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) to 10 mm (25/64 inch).  Although

the brick industry is hard converting their modules, the manufactured sizes won't be changing.  Due to the allowable

tolerances given in ASTM standards for manufacturing brick, many of the existing standard brick sizes qualify for the

new hard metric brick sizes.  Refer to the following chart:
 

The names and sizes listed below are for facing brick complying with ASTM C216.  At present, there are no

standardized names for hollow brick complying with ASTM C652.  Although, the intent is to standardize sizes by using

names, it is recommended that when specifying facing brick, the name and dimensions should be stated.  W hen

specifying hollow brick, dimensions and maximum percentage of hollow space (either 40 or 60 percent) should be

specified.  Refer to the standards for additional specifying guidance.Allowable brick size variation tolerances are based

upon brick type (FBX or FBS for facing brick, and HBX, HBS, and HBB for hollow brick) and the dimension being

studied.  For example, in Type FBX and HBX bricks, the allowable tolerance variation is ±1/16" (±1.6 mm) for brick

dimensions of 3" (76 mm) or less up to  ±9/32" (±7.1 mm) for brick dimensions of 12" to 16" (305 to 406 mm); in Type

FBS, HBS, and HBB bricks (which is the most commonly produced group pf bricks), the allowable tolerance variation

is ±3/32" (±2.4 mm) for brick dimensions of 3" (76 mm) or less up to  ±3/8" (±9.5 mm) for brick dimensions of 12" to

16" (305 to 406 mm).
 

BIA Standard Nomenclature for Brick Sizes

Unit Name Unit Dimensions

Top dimension is present size; bottom dimension is new size.

(Numbers in parentheses are soft conversions)

W idth Length Height

Modular 3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

7-1/2" to 7-5/8" (190.5 to 193.7 mm)

190 mm (7.48")

2-1/4" (57.2 mm)

57 mm (2.24")

Standard 3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

8" (203.2 mm)

200 mm (7.87")

2-1/4" (57.2 mm)

57 mm (2.24")

Engineer

Modular

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

7-1/2" to 7-5/8" (190.5 to 193.7 mm)

190 mm (7.48")

2-3/4" to 2-13/16" (69.9 to 71.4)

70 mm (2.76")

Engineer

Standard

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

8" (203.2 mm)

200 mm (7.87")

2-3/4" to 2-13/16" (69.9 to 71.4 mm)

70 mm (2.76")

Closure

Modular

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

7-1/2" to 7-5/8" (190.5 to 193.7 mm)

190 mm (7.48")

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1)

90 mm (3.54")



BIA Standard Nomenclature for Brick Sizes

Unit Name Unit Dimensions

Top dimension is present size; bottom dimension is new size.

(Numbers in parentheses are soft conversions)

W idth Length Height
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Closure

Standard

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

8" (203.2 mm)

200 mm (7.87")

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1)

90 mm (3.54")

Roman 3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

11-1/2" to 11-5/8" (292.1 to 295.3 mm)

290 mm (11.41")

1-5/8" (41.3 mm)

40 mm (1.57")

Norman 3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

11-1/2" to 11-5/8" (292.1 to 295.3 mm)

290 mm (11.41")

2-1/4" (57.2 mm)

57 mm (2.24")

Utility

Modular

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

11-1/2" to 11-5/8" (292.1 to 295.3 mm)

290 mm (11.41")

2-3/4" to 2-13/16" (69.9 to 71.4)

70 mm (2.76")

Utility 3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

11-1/2" to 11-5/8" (292.1 to 295.3 mm)

290 mm (11.41")

3-1/2" to 3-5/8" (88.9 to 92.1 mm)

90 mm (3.54")

King Size 3" (76.2 mm)

75 mm (2.95")

9-1/2" to 9-5/8" (241.3 to 244.5 mm)

240 mm (9.45")

2-5/8" to 2-3/4" (66.7 to 69.9 mm)

70 mm (2.76")

Queen

Size

3" (76.2 mm)

75 mm (2.95")

7-5/8" to 8" (193.7 to 203.2 mm)

190 mm (7.48")

2-3/4" (69.9 mm)

70 mm (2.76")

 

Steel reinforcement bar manufacturers will hard convert their present sizes to new metric sizes:

• #3 and #4 are combined and changes to 10M (nominal 10 mm, slightly larger than 3/8").

• #5 changes to 15M (nominal 15 mm, slightly smaller than 5/8").

• #6 changes to 20M (nominal 20 mm, slightly larger than 3/4").

• #7 and #8 are combined and changes to 25M (nominal 25 mm, slightly smaller than 1").

• #9 and #10 are combined and changes to 30M (nominal 30 mm, slightly larger than 1-1/8").

• #11 changes to 35M (nominal 35 mm, slightly larger than 1-3/8").

• #14 changes to 45M (nominal 45 mm, slightly larger than 1-3/4").

• #18 changes to 55M (nominal 55 mm, slightly larger than 2-1/8").
 

Acoustical ceiling panels, tiles, and grids, along with access flooring tiles and grids, will hard convert from 24 inch (610

mm) modules to 600 mm (23-5/8 inch) modules.  Gypsum board will change from 48" (1219 mm) width to 1200 mm

(47-1/4") widths.  Metric gypsum board is presently available, but requires a special order (but not necessarily with a

cost premium).  Gypsum board thicknesses will not be changing due to the need to maintain the integrity of information

based on existing fire tests of gypsum board assemblies.
 

Some things will physically change and others won't.   W hether you like it or not, metrication won't be going away.  It

is just a matter of how you adjust your thinking.  Lastly, a math quiz.  Determine the total thickness of the following wall

assembly. You figure out the total.  Keep track of the time it takes to add the numbers together.  You decide which is

easier to do.

W ood Veneer 1/28" 0.9

Hardboard Panel 23/32" 18.3

Furring Strips 3/4" 19.1

Gypsum Board 1/2" 12.7

Steel Stud Framing 3-5/8" 92.1

Gypsum Board 1/2" 12.7

Total

Thanks to Mike Cyncoski, CSI and Randy Keck, CSI for review of the draft edition of this Felt-Tip.  Contributed by Scott

Sider, CCS, CSI.


